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Indifference to Poetry Statement 
 

Do I feel indifferent to poetry? No, I am a self-educated high school dropout and 
aspiring poet. To be indifferent would be getting lost before I am found. I have 
never worked in editing, teaching, or journalism. I’ve never even worked at a 
bookstore. I drive crew boats on the Mississippi River and collect rejection letters. I 
still feel like a stranger at poetry readings. It is the poetic world which is indifferent 
to me. 
 
~Trevor Tingle 
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Bloody Crow Nose 
after Ted Hughes 

 

Bloody crow nose on his mug 
spilling on cotton 
from fist breaking beak 
outside the bars, and he, just scavenging broken lovers 
yelling hello’s in that heart twisting caw 
black, the blood at night 
after the street lights go out 
black, the feathers plucked and tossed 
like boxers’ shirts onto wet pavement 
black, the dull asphalt songs, muffled 
black, the night, this bloody crow nose 
 
~Zachary Fischer  
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Bloody Crow Nose 
after Ted Berrigan 

 
Bloody, the scavenging broken crow nose on 
black, the blood, tall as mountain blood 
the feathers plucked like asphalt songs 
muffled, dull songs… 
black is the night, this bloody street light 
this night light plucked out 
the mug breaking outside the bars 
the blood at night, bloody crow nose 
wet pavement tossed scavenging broken lovers 
 
~ Zachary Fischer 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Zach Fischer lives Brooklyn, NY and does not go to school. He runs a flash fiction community, 
strippedtosentiment.tumblr.com, curates poetry reading events in New York City, and has had work 
work featured in Portmanteau, Yeah Writers, Shortcuts, and the University of Manchester Student 
Newspaper (Poetry Section). 

http://strippedtosentiment.tumblr.com/
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Merlot 
 
I can smell your hair from across  
the room, see the way that shine  
lingers on your lips 
 
as you take a breath. 
 
I think of where we’ve been,  
how you punched a hole in the wall  
and the bits of plaster stuck out  
of your knuckles, 
 
how I told you my name was Eleanor Rigby 
when we first met. 
 
How your mouth tasted like snow with  
your tongue pressed against my teeth. 
 
You look different tonight, 
like you’ve discovered treasure  
in a box marked with an X.  
 
The woman to your right throws 
her hands up and you dance, 
spilling wine on your jacket 
 
and it drips to the floor like wax. 

 
~Kristin LaFollette 
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Wrestling with God 
 
I think of Jacob’s injured hip, 
those moments when the body 
feels like nothing but a stomach, 
 
no new growth, 
a tree struck by lightning. 
 
Like when someone calls you by  
the wrong name and you don’t  
 
correct them, 
 
frostbitten in the snow. 
 
Like you’re stupid, 
but you’re really not. 
 
~Kristin LaFollette 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
"I enjoy writing poetry, flash fiction, and works of narrative collage. The thesis I completed for graduate 
school was a story about a sister caring for her younger brother told through anatomical diagrams and 
images. I love creating tensions between images and written text. I currently teach English composition 
at Indiana University South Bend in South Bend, IN, and live in Mishawaka with my husband, Justin." 
~Kristin LaFollette 
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Uninvited 
 
They come with the December sleet. 
They’re called by the thunder, 
green as sheet lightning, 
little earthquakes clicking in their heels, 
crickets for eyes, hand-shadows for hair, 
lips smeared from here to oblivion. 
 
You’ll recognize their smoky insteps, 
that bone rattle, the brass of their breaths. 
An irony, they seem quite familiar. 
Like a dead twin or second cousin. 
As if you owed them money or time. 
As if they’d slept with your girlfriend. 
 
A burden of the ages, you can’t move them. 
You’ve been displaced, like water. 
 
They’ve returned from the stone age. 
Brought forth with the rapping of knuckles. 
Carried aloft by a fractured wind. 
They’re here, as they’ve always been, 
dogs circling their own sick. 
Delivered by turkey vultures. 
Coming like the rain in the night. 
 
They’re all over the damned planet. 
 
~Bruce McRae 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Pushcart-nominee Bruce McRae is a Canadian musician with over 700 publications, including 
Poetry.com and The North American Review. His first book, The So-Called Sonnets, is available from the 
Silenced Press website or via Amazon books. To hear his music and view more poems visit his website: 
www.bpmcrae.com, or ‘TheBruceMcRaeChannel’ on Youtube. 

http://www.bpmcrae.com/
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The Island 
 
Time is printed on the skin, in the marks of his wristwatch. 
The sun warms the pointers and softens the numbers, the days. 
 
His fingers dig into the beach sand and touch the memory  
of a starfish. 
 
He’s been jogging for forty-five minutes,  
sweating after an explanation. 
 
The face of beyond doesn’t look like anything. 
 
From deep sea, the ghost of his wife looks at him with femininity. Can the dead be 
feminine? 
 
The tourists of the restaurant don’t know what is going on. 
Only at five in the afternoon he realizes that he has no watch. 
He feels the emptiness of his wrist. Disappointed, he doesn’t run the next morning. 
 
The memory of his dead wife’s perfume paralyses him. 
For years, he will hear ocean’s swell and lament her death. 
 
~Desirée Jung 
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Coconut Water 
 
“Thank you,” he says to the man that sells coconut water near the road.  
The scar on his face indicates a pause, a cut, pain and blood,  
and a time of recovery. 
 
The sun is bright but he feels gray inside 
the details that rupture through his existence. 
 
In the hotel, the host with red short hair  
greets him with a big smile. His muscles contract,  
and he notices her nails keep trace of burgundy die.  
Because she needs to look good to make a living. 
 
“Do you need help?” She asks, realizing his attention.  
“Not tonight,” he answers, promptly. 
 
The couple kissing near the elevator door brings back  
the intimacy he felt around his wife one day. 
 
He feels rich in that memory, despite the solitude and the lack. 
 
~Desirée Jung 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Desirée Jung is a Canadian-Brazilian writer and translator. Her background is in creative writing, literary 
translation, film and comparative literature. She has received her M. F. A in Creative Writing and her 
Ph.D. in Comparative Literature from the University of British Columbia, in Vancouver, Canada. She has 
published translations and poetry in Exile, The Dirty Goat, Modern Poetry in Translation, The Antagonish 
Review, The Haro, The Literary Yard, Black Bottom Review, Gravel Magazine, Tree House, Bricolage, 
Hamilton Stone Review, Ijagun Poetry Journal, Scapegoat Review, Storyacious, among others. She lives 
in Vancouver, Canada. Her website is www.desireejung.com. 

http://desireejung.com/
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To Be With You 
 
To be with you I melted doubloons  
And baby booties of bronze  
I de-dinged chrome, bought bolts at cheap  
And hawked them hiked. To be with you  
I block tackled a smuggled MIG 15 and  
Shammied the nose cone to lard-potash gleam.  
I book kept creative with Thai cockfight bets,  
Skidded one Buddha shy of the pink landing lights,  
Conked thugee dreadlocks with scimitars steamed  
In the tonic karst geysers of Uzbekistan.  
I donned the frilly flayed gowns of novice nightclub Aztecs,  
And chaperoned Mormons on locust blind dates.  
I wore Oppenheim peepers behind X-Ray Specs,  
And silent-serviced the subs and saucers  
Beneath the polar ice caps  
To be with you.  
I dived for the glowing jellyfish of Crete, mason-jarred to preserves  
Of phosphoring jam. I fugged the lost tangoes of Gurdijieff  
And bluffed through miniature golf courses based  
Upon the works of H.P. Lovecraft, all to be with you.  
For you I brailed out the phrenologic-like bumps  
Written in rivets across classified fuselage,  
Learned passwords of ellipses, stole  
Into the beehive arsenals  
With balsa wood models  
Of secret weapons  
Never made.  
To be with you I fall guyed the the spy dive, made  
The algae hiss, made the roses bloom, learned disguises  
That would not fool for a second the impaired  
Of sight, sound or mind,  
Impersonations quality-checked  
In your own bed, through a night of storms.  
To be with you was the x-spot  
On my human maps,  
A handstand of faith in the invisible world, hopeful  
In an upside down kind of way, history  
Written in lipstick, on mirrors that rush  
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To the corners of rooms  
Whenever I open the door.  
To spend my life with you  
To spend my life with you  
Assorted chocolates were thumbed and squished;  
Signs were crossed and crosses were signed;  
Semper Fi’s defiled;  
Inked spilled to do that.  
To spend my life with you my arm was uncled,  
Tattooed Moloch,  
Tattooed Mom. Songs were shrieked by  
Pink kids in motel pools, lit at night to a lurking  
Green, like shivering mint custard  
Pie atop the pre-digital set.  
All to be with you:  
Flicks iterated,  
Virginia Reels gattlinged,  
Mothras scumbled,  
And squeezed,  
And letter-boxed to fit  
Your TV screen: the director’s cut  
In thin sliced  
Technique, from CNN to the Burden of Proof.  
To be with you in au gratin detail, under neon,  
Under symbols, under whispers and chimes  
Under clothes, under skin, the devil  
In the condiments of nails and tacks.  
To be with you braised, and clamped, stewed and spent  
On each layer’s solstice of heart you cast  
Shadows fat as waterbeds of India ink.  
Through eras of coleslaw, disco, ozone, jaundice  
Like a face full of school bus, to be with you.  
Pin cushioned with deadly accurate punctuation, pockmarked  
Bar-coded Ed Norton to Brooklyn, sewage sluiced  
Pipes primed for you. Boot soles worn  
Lunch meat thin on a  
Bishop’s worth Dickinson slant. Through curses  
In Latin, syllogisms taking stairs  
With a slinky’s analgesic gait, to you.  
How I costelloed 3rd base for you! And clocked  
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3rd stooge sink holes to house the house.  
We live there still.  
To be with you  
I stayed with you  
And kept looking for me  
Being with you. 
 
~Gregg Williard 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Gregg Williard's fiction, essays and poetry have appeared in Barge, Artocratic, Kill Author and Diagram, 
among others.  
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CHATTING WITH NEIGHBORS 
 
Late on a late summer night  
I sat down at the bus stop next to a  
giant woman 
tall and fat 
with hairs growing out of her chin. 
 
I never trusted those things, she says  
Pointing to the baby tied around my chest. 
Don't you think the baby's gonna fall out? 
I never wore none of those things and I have 3 kids.  
But now they're all grown up. 36, 39, and  
42 or 43.  
Never wore none of that. I don't trust them.  
Don't want the baby falling out. 
You got to be careful. Put your hand behind her head. 
 
(Silence) 
 
One day I was out here waiting for the bus, and I seen an owl up top of there, she tells me 
pointing to the roof of the bank across the street. 
Oh yes. Everybody thought it was a cat. But I said, how a cat gonna get all the way up there! I went  

WHOOO  
WHOOO 
             She whips her head to the side  

                                                                            And he turned his head like this and said  
                   WHOOO 
                   WHOOO 

W 
Wow. That's amazing. An owl in Brooklyn.  
 
(It is best to talk to your neighbors.  
What stories we hear!) 
 
And one time I saw a bear too.  
Right down the street. 
It was a koala bear stuck in the tree. One of those black and white ones.  They called the cops to get it 
out. Shot him right down from there.  And when he was down 
We ate him right up. 

 
~Kathryn Peterson 

 
 
 
 
 
 
Kathryn Peterson is a writer, teacher, and mother based in Brooklyn, NY. 
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The God of Cold Girls and Cold Places 

 
Girls grow quick-slow in this climate.  
They present their fair heads to the weak sun, this upward growth  
resourceful, they don’t waste flesh on frivolities.  
They braid their hair for hunting.  
They are shy and good with knives.  
 
He gave them brains like crystal, sharp and shining.  
Waste, he told them  
        through the sound the snow makes falling  
         is the only sin.  
The prowling lynx, the soft-pawed fox, the hard-clawed bear  
all growled the same thing –  
      use what you have. 
 
~Lizzy Huitson 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Lizzy Huitson is a writer of poetry and short fiction, whose work has appeared in The Waterhouse 
Review, Fiction365, Vine Leaves Literary Journal, Crack The Spine and elsewhere. She has also published 
an e-book of poetry, titled “Honeycomb Bones” (https://www.smashwords.com/books/view/276356). 
She keeps trying (and failing) to write a detective novel. 

https://hostingmail.earthlink.net/hwebmail/services/go.php?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.smashwords.com%2Fbooks%2Fview%2F276356%29.
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Conjugal Visits 
 
You look so sexy in your mugshot  
my blood is turning to koi fish at the sight of you 
looking like that light angel, oh what was his name? 
 
I’m going to be your one phone call, 
you’re going to lust after that lady cop 
because she brings you my voice 
 
What’s true is this: 
Lawyers are just prostitutes with better outfits 
and I’m getting your name jackhammered into the 
bones of my spine, with a makeshift ice pick 
carved into my ribs, 
branded into my aluminum lungs 
 
You’re going to be my ninth life  
Sophia Coppola’s gonna make a movie about how 
you held me on the shower floor, 
prison knife scene, happens all the time 
 
somewhere the water is running,  
somehow we are both drowning.  
 
~Jill Mceldowney 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Jill Mceldowney is living in Chicago attending Columbia College. 
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Alien Worlds 
 
She is on the cover  
stepping out of her crashed  
space ship—  
Beautiful legs,  
clear plastic helmet  
on so we can see  
her beach whisper blond hair.  
She undresses to bathe  
in a small lake,  
showing just enough  
of her desk toys that there  
could be no better gift.  
I’m just a kid on a bicycle  
turning the pages,  
a baseball card in the spokes  
to record my journey.  
For decades I would dodge  
the real world, seeking new earths,  
afraid to grow up,  
ignoring the wild possibilities,  
the deep earth beauty  
of the woman  
I slept with. 
 
~Vladimir Swirynsky 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Vladimir Swirynsky started writing at the age of 45 after spending two weeks at Mardi Gras. His 20th 
book of prose (Poetry: The Tedious Mining of Words) is out from New Kiev Publishing. 
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Behind the Choices 

 
First of all let me just say how much fun I had editing this addition of Dead Flowers. 
I’m surprised by how satisfying this collection is now that it’s complete. There were 
so many gems to be discovered, so many more than could be included here. I’m 
thankful those I didn’t use will remain available to the editors of the future. 
 
Contained in this issue are poems addressing motherhood, youth, relationships, 
and grief, more a narrative on life than any single theme. Only “Uninvited” did not 
immediately fit, though it was too good to let go. Soon I realized the obvious; not 
only did it make a perfect frontispiece, the placement opened up a new 
interpretation. The “Uninvited,” became something, not just vague, frightening, 
and primal, but our unborn children. 
 
Of all the work here, “To Be With You” was the only one I knew would be included 
after the first read. I didn’t want to like it. It broke every rule dictating my desires, 
at 544 words it seemed massive and intimidating and it was a one poem 
submission. I remember thinking something like, “This goddamn thing better be 
good.” But of course it was. The rhythm and drive of the first few lines just sucked 
me in. I read it aloud repeatedly and I encourage you to as well. Outside of the 
shear language I love how the author is seeking so earnestly, chasing something: 
God? life? identity? whatever, as though it were a forbidden lover. 
 
Not every selection came so straight forward however. As much as I liked, 
“Chatting with Neighbors,” I had so many potential pieces my first thought was to 
pass it by. Still the poem haunted me. I kept seeing an enormous hairy woman at a 
bus stop turning her head and hooting like an owl. Eventually I had to admit it got 
under my skin in such a way, it demanded to be included. In the end it’s become 
one of my favorites. 
 
I wish I had room to go over all the great works here, but let it be known each one 
is a pleasure to me. I want to thank the writers for the depth of their work. Our 
lives and our art are nothing if we can’t share them. 
 
~Trevor Tingle 


